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Abstract-In this paper, instead of previous methods such as the Lie group method dependent 
of coordinate transformation, a coordinate-free and pure geometric reduction procedure for flows 
preserving volume form on any n-dimensional volume manifold is given by the general differential 
form theory. That is, a volume form-preserving flow with a r-parameter Abelian volume-preserving 
symmetry group on any n-dimensional volume manifold can be reduced into a volume-preserving flow 
on the corresponding (n - r)-dimensional manifold by the differential geometric method. @ 2004 El- 
sevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the past few years, there has been a certain interest in systems preserving volume, which 
appear in physical, mechanical, biological, economic, or other systems, e.g., magnetic field, fluid 
flow, etc. In comparison with Hamiltonian systems, this kind of system is more extensive, and it 
is more difficult to study systematically their dynamics. Due to the similarity between classical 
Hamiltonian systems and systems preserving volume-form on differential geometry, i.e., the phase 
flows governed by both systems are to preserve certain geometry, some results on this class of 
systems were obtained, e.g., see [I]. 
Since volume-form preservation is a key feature of this class of systems preserving volume-form 
and it gives rise to dynamical behaviors such as invariant tori, it is significant, to preserve this 
feature in a reduction procedure. Based on the idea of the symplectic reduction procedure for 
Hamiltonian systems, some results on the reduction preserving volume-form were obtained in [2,3] 
by the Lie group method, and such reduction is indeed significant to study concrete dynamics such 
as invariant tori and homoclinic chaos. However, in these results a local coordinate representation 
on the underlying manifold and a concrete coordinate transformation are introduced, so that the 
reduction is only local. So further, recently, Haller and Mezie [4] developed a coordinate-free 
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theory for the reduction of three-dimensional volume-preserving flow with a volume-preserving 
symmetry. 
In this-paper, by the general differential form theory, we study systematically the reduction 
procedure for systems preserving volume on any n-dimensional volume manifold. We obtain a 
coordinate-free, pure geometric, global reduction procedure for flows preserving volume form, i.e., 
a volume-preserving flow with a r-parameter volume-preserving Abelian symmetry group on any 
n-dimensional manifold, can be reduced into a flow preservin g the corresponding (n - r)-form. 
This reduction procedure unifies all of the previous results on this problem and is nearly parallel 
to the symplectic reduction procedure preserving Hamiltonian structure. Finally, a modified 
model describing atmospheric flows is used to illustrate successfully this result. 
2. MAIN RESULTS AND AN EXAMPLE 
First, we give some basic definitions. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let M be an n-dimensional volume manifold with volume form R, i.e., a 
nondegenerate differential n-form on M. For any vector field V on M, if 
Lvsl = 0, 
then the vector field V is said to preserve the volume form R. 
For a vector field V preserving volume form R, one of important dynamics characterizations is 
that its phase flow, denoted by &, is always to preserve the n-form 0, i.e., 
4t;R = R, (2.1) 
for any t E R. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let g” : M ---f M with s E G be a one-parameter family of diffeomorphisms 
on M, where G is a one-parameter Lie group acting on M, then we say that a vector field V 
on M admits the symmetry G if and only if 
[VT WI = 0, (2.2) 
where the vector field W is the infinitesimal generator of G, defined by W(z) = $gS(~)lS=o, 
see 151. Further, if W is to preserve n-form R, then we call G preserving n-form. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let G be a Lie group action on M, we define the equivalence class containing 
XEMa.!S 
T(X) = {y E M 1 3s E G : g’(y) = z} 
and define the orbit space M/G as 
g= u 7r(z). 
XEJ4 
Obviously, the map n forms a natural quotient projection from M to M/G. 
From the Lie group theory [5], we have that if the group action is regular, then M/G is a 
smooth (n - 1))dimensional manifold and r is a submersion, i.e., d7r, : T,M + T,(,)M/G is 
surjective for all .7: E M. In particular, for any vector field V with G-invariance on M, if the 
group action is regular, then the reduced vector field dn,V(z) on M/G is uniquely determined, 
see [C]. 
Before giving the main theorems, we prove the following lemmas. 
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LEMMA 2.4. Assume the group action gs on M is regular for any .S E G: and G is preserving 
n-form R. Then the (n - l)-form w on N/Gz defined as 
7i*w = i5vR, (2.5) 
is well defined and nondegenerate, where IV is the infinitesimal generator of G. 
PROOF. First, we show that LJ is well defined. Let any 71 E M/G: ~1,. : u,,-1 E TY(M/G). 
Then, from the definition of K and the regularity of the group action g”, there exist 2’ E M such 
that T(X) = y and u 1,. : u,,-1 E T,M such that drii,,ur = ~1,. . &r,~,,-r = ~,,~r. Again, let 
z # 5 he another point in M such that y = ~(3) = T(Z). F, :om definition (2.5), to show LLI is u-cl1 
defined on M/G, it is enough to prove the following identity: 
d [y] (VI: . , ‘L$- ]) = !J [z,:] (IV (2:) , ZLl.. ,74-l) = R [z] (IV (it), 1(, > ,rL,,-1) , w5) 
where 1~1,. : a,-1 E l”‘M satisfy d7rEfir = ~11,. : ~T.~IL,,-, = I:,, -1. Kext, wc prove this identity. 
Due to R(X) = K(Z), there exists an se E G such that 9”“(~.) = Z. This also implies T(g”O(x)) = 
T(X) and d7rZd,Q = dr(x). Then, we have 
&r5dg+, = d;7(x)U,. i = 1,. ,71 - 1. (2.7) 
On the other side, because the symmetry group G is preserving /~-form 0, so usage of (2.1) gives 
g”*R = Cl, for any s E G. In particular, taking s = se, we have 
Yaw note that the kernel of the operator drZ, denoted by ker(dr,), is just span{W(Z)}, so we 
conclude that d7r, 1 3 : 3 + T?,( M/G) 1s an ismorphism, where 5‘ is any (n - l)-dimensional 
subspace in TEA4 such that 3 @ span{W(%)} = T,M. Th en. utilizing this ismorphism and 
form (2.7), we have 
Pl (dg,zui) = Pl (tii) , i=l.....rr-1, (2.9) 
where Pr denotes the projection from T,M to s. Also let Pz be the projection from T,M to 
span{W(??)}, then, using (2.9): we have 
R [CT] (W (z) , dg+l,. , dgE”,u,,-l) = 0 [Z] (IV (F) , (?, . i iilL-l) (2.10) 
Identity (2.6) follows from (2.10) and (2.8), which implies w is well defined. 
Next), we prove that w defined in (2.5) is nonclegcncrate. Supposcl that for some y E XI/G and 
~1 E T>,((M/G), we have 
d [y] (VI, u2:. . .‘U,,-1) = 0. (2.11) 
for any ~2, . ! v,,,-1 E T,(M/G). Th en, using the regularity of the group action and defini- 
tion (2.5), we obtain 
R [.z] (IV (2:) .‘Ul. ?L2>. i u,L-l) = 0, (2.12) 
where .c = K1 
bo ~~(~)‘~’ ’ T,(A’) 
such that d7rr,LL, = v,, i = 1. 2: , II ~ 1. Since ~2:. , ~~~-1 are 
arbitrary %- ‘>...> u,,-1 are also arbitrary. Then~ due to the nondegenerate condition of 0, we 
conclude from (2.12) that 
ul E span {W (CC)}. (2.13) 
On the other side, from the above analysis, we have span {I)+’ (z)} = ker (drZ): hence, (2.13) 
implies 
‘Vl = dTr,‘Ul = 0. (2.14) 
Obviously, (2.11) and (2.14) together imply w is nondegenerate. 
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LEMMA 2.5. Suppose an n-preserving vector field V on M admits an a-preserving symmetry 
group G generated by W with a regular group action g’, then the (n - 2)-form Q on M defined 
induces a well-defined (n - 2)-form 1c, on M/G through the relation 
7r** = 9, 
where the map r is defined as (2.3). 
PROOF. To prove this lemma, we first show that g”*Q = 9, i.e., 
LWQ = 0. 
Actually, using definition (2.15), we have 
Lw9 = iwd9 + diw\I, = zw zviwR + diwiviwR = iwdiviwR. d’ 
On the other side, applying (2.2), we have 





0, (2.19) = 
where we have used LwR = 0, LvR = 0, and (n + 1)-form dR = 0 on M. So (2.18) and (2.19) 
together imply (2.17). Then the rest of proof for Lemma 2.6 is nearly the same as the first part 
of Lemma 2.5. 
According to Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6, the (n - 1)-f orm w is nondegenerate and the (n - 2)-form $ 
is well defined on M/G, so the vector field V, on M/G defined through 
iv,w = + (2.20) 
is uniquely determined. Then we obtain the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.6. Suppose the R-preserving vector field V on M admits a R-preserving symmetry 
group G with infinitesimal generator W and regular group action gs. Then the vector field VR 
defined through relation (2.20) satisfies 
(i) the vector fields VR and V have the following relation: 
VR (r(x)) = dn,V (x) , (2.21) 
for all x E M, i.e., VR is the reduced vector field of V under the group G. 
(ii) The reduced Aow c#$~ g enerated by VR commutes with the Aow &, generated by V through 
the map n, i.e., 
TO& =&, ox. (2.22) 
(iii) VR is preserving the (n - l)-form w, i.e., 
L,w = 0. (2.23) 
PROOF. For any given x E M, we choose arbitrarily a family of vectors vi,. . , w,-2 E T,(M/G) 
with y = r(z). In addition, due to the regularity of group action one may always find a family of 
vectors ~1, . . . , ~~-2 E T,(M) such that dxzui = vi, i = 1,. . . , n - 2. Then, from definition (2.5) 
of w, we have 
&r,V(z)W [Yl (211,. . , ‘un-2) = w [Y] (drzV(x), ~1,. . . , ~-2) 
=fl[x](W(x),V(x),w ,“‘, %-1). 
(2.24) 
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On the other side, from (2.15), (2.16), and (2.20), we have 
~V,(7r(z))W [Y] (211, ” r%-2) = iV,(y)W [Yl (Ul, . ,7&-2) = ti [r(x)] (drTTSw,. . . , d7r,%-2) 
= Q [x] (Ul, . . . ) z&2) = R [x] (W (x) ) v (x) ) Ul, . . . ) u,-1) . (2.25) 
Equations (2.24) and (2.25) together imply (2.21) due to the arbitrariness of ~1,. , ~,-a and the 
nondegenerate feature of w. 
Next, we prove (ii). By the chain rule and Conclusion (i) we have 
;T (4; (x)) = d7r,$&f (4G (4) = VR (r (4G (4)) 7 (2.26) 
for any z E M. This implies the projection ~(&,(z)) of the flow &(z) on M/G satisfies the 
vector field V,. So by the uniqueness of solution for the reduced vector field V,, this projection 
solution must coincide with the solution of V, that starts from the same projection point, i.e., 
“(&,(x)) = &,R((y), where y = n(z). Then (2.22) f o 11 ows due to the arbitrariness of x. 
To prove Conclusion (iii), first note that, from properties of V and W, i.e., LvR = 0 and 
[V, W] = 0, we have 
Lv (i&) = $Jqs1+ iwLvR = 0, (2.27) 
which implies 
&i&l = i&l. (2.28) 
On the other side, from Conclusion (ii) and (2.5), f or any y E M/G with n(x) = y,x E M, any 
vr ,..., v,-l~T,(M/G)withd?r,ui=vi,i=1,..., n-l,ul,..., u,-r~T,M,wehave 
(&w) [Y] (VI,‘.. ,&l-l) -W[Y] (Vl,“‘,Ll) 
= (4&w) [T (x)] (dTzu1,. , dT,u,-l) - w [x (x)] (drzul, . , dn,u,-l) 
= 7r* (4&w) [xl (Ul, , un-1) - (‘ir*w) [xl (wr ’ I %-1) 
= (T 0 &f>* w [x] (Ul, ,&L-l) - (.ir*w) [xl (Ul,. . . ,%-1) 
= &r*w [x] (Ul,. . . ,~,-l)-(~*w)[~l(~l,...,~~-l) 
= &iwR [x] (Ul, . ) IL,-1) - iwR [x] (IQ,. . . , t&-l) 
(2.29) 
Equations (2.28) and (2.29) together imply 
4& w = w, (2.30) 
i.e., Lv,w = 0. 
Obviously, in the above theorem when n = 3, one may obtain directly the main result in [4] 
because a two-dimensional volume-preserving flow must be Hamiltonian. 
For the case of the multiparameter symmetry group, one may obtain easily the following results 
by the similar proof and the general Lie group theory. 
THEOREM 2.7. If an n-dimensional vector field preserving the n-form R admits a r-parameter, 
Abelian (commutable) symmetry group preserving 0, then it can be reduced to a (n - r)- 
dimensional vector field preserving the corresponding (n - r)-form on the (n - r)-dimensional 
manifold. 
Note that in Theorem 2.4 when r = n - 2, the reduced system is a Hamiltonian system with 
one-degree of freedom, so the original n-dimensional vector field can be integrated by quadratures. 
This is just the conclusion obtained in (71. In addition, such global reduction procedure may be 
used to study the first integrals and invariant sets of the three-dimensional vector fields with 
divergence-free, see 181. 
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Finally, we illustrate the above reduction method through considering the following modified 
five-dimensional vector field V on the manifold M = R5, describing atmospheric Aow without 
viscosity and force [3] 
ti = -vw+buz, ti = uw-buz, IiJ = -; (u” + v”) , j: = -z, i = x+;b (u” + v”) , 
where b is a constant. Consider the canonical 5-form R on M: R = du A dv A dw A dx A dz, it 
is checked easily that V is preserving R, and it admits a volume-preserving symmetry group G 
generated by the vector field W = (u, -u, 0, 0,O). The corresponding quotient space M/G can 
be identified with a four-dimensional manifold with boundary: M/G = {(r, w, x, z) E R4 / 
r > 0}, and the associated projection n : M + M/G is given by T : (u,v, 20,x, z) --f (r = 
d?-&?, w, x, z). Then, applying the above reduction procedure, one may obtain easily the 
reduced vector field 
v,= O,-+,x+;br2 
( ) 
and the corresponding four-form w = rdr A dw A dx A dz. Obviously, VR satisfies Lv,w = 0. 
Particularly, when transforming w by letting R = r2, we find that VR is transformed correspond- 
ingly into the reduced vector field obtained in [3], but there a local reduction procedure involved 
a concrete coordinate transformation was used. 
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